We are

OPEN CALL

and we’re here to
answer your call

what we do
we take
commercial food
waste and turn it
into healthy,
delicious meals

...for anyone in
Rotterdam and
Schiedam who
needs one

and we use those meals as a medium
...to give our
(often underprivileged)
interns and volunteers a
space to be seen, set and
work towards goals,
learn, and develop

and we use those meals as a medium

...to encourage and
nurture creativity,
self-conﬁdence,
and a sense of
wonder

and we use those meals as a medium

...to educate
people about
food, cooking,
healthy eating
and sustainability

and we use those meals as a medium
...as a vessel to deliver care
to our immediate society

...providing the support people need and haven’t
been able to ﬁnd within existing systems

and we use those meals as a medium
...to build and sustain a community
and we don’t do it alone. By working together with local initiatives, we
receive the help we need to spread the warmth to our medemensen

who we are and how we got here
Founded in 2012 by Bob Richters, our goal
at hotspot hutspot is to make bottom-up
improvements within the constraints of
existing systems, providing a space where
everyone is welcome to participate.
This allows our team of ﬁve employees, one
accountant, and more than 30 active
volunteers the opportunity to learn and grow
while contributing to their immediate society.
Above all, hotspot hutspot is about the people. Each member
of our team has a unique story where hotspot hutspot is a
meeting point. From recovering addicts to refugees; hobby
chefs to underprivileged hospitality students; children to
retirees, we strive to help each individual on their path to
wherever they want to go; helping them develop interpersonal
and professional skills, self-conﬁdence and efficacy, the ability
to dream big, and discipline to work towards their own goals.

from restaurant to crisiscatering
Before the covid-19 crisis, we were a restaurant
that made use of food waste - perfectly good
ingredients that just didn’t make the cut to be sold
in grocery stores or food surplus that would
otherwise end up in a landﬁll - to make healthy,
delicious meals for anyone who wanted one,
regardless of ability to pay. However, as the corona
crisis took hold and restaurants had to close, it
gave us an opportunity to ﬁnd a new niche:
crisiscatering.nl.
The idea of crisiscatering is to use that same food surplus to
create healthy, sustainable, microwavable meals to anyone who
wants one. But again, the people come ﬁrst. our motto for
crisiscatering is “met zorg bezorgd” (“delivered with care”). The
only requirement we have of our recipients is that they are
present to personally receive their meals, allowing one of our
team to check in on them and ﬁnd out how else we can help.

what we’ve been up to
Since the beginning of the corona crisis, we have delivered
more than 22 000 meals to over 150 addresses in Rotterdam
and Schiedam. And along the way, we pick up many different
side projects.
For instance, we found out that
many of our recipients actually have
the ability and desire to cook but
not the appropriate ingredients or
equipment at home, so we began
delivering food packages - a box of
nutritionally balanced, raw
ingredients - to recipients who could
cook for themselves. This allowed
many to have a creative outlet
during the lockdown and helps them
develop their own self-sufficiency
and life skills.

what we’ve been up to
For another recipient in her ﬁnal stage of life, we were
able to give her the experience of warmth through
asking our social network to send her cards and
starting a whatsapp group where she could just chat,
ask for help, and not be lonely at the end of her life.
Most beautifully, we were able to help her fulﬁl a ﬁnal
wish to go to the beach with Stichting Ambulance
Wens.
Another recipient with a gaping hole in her front door?
let’s get her a new one. unsafe home environment? let
us help with that. In short, the meals are a medium and
care is our product. In helping whomever, however we
can, what we do becomes much greater than the sum
of its parts. Keeping our mission speciﬁcally broad
allows us to adapt according to how our society
changes and gives us the space to grow as an
organization, just as our organization provides a
space for us to grow as people.

where we’re going: rijless is more
Our most recent venture is “rijless is more” (“driving lesson is more”), a program designed to
expand on our current operations by giving some of our volunteers the opportunity to
become qualiﬁed driving instructors, providing lessons to other volunteers while picking up
food surplus and delivering meals for crisiscatering.
This adds more societal value to what we are already doing while simultaneously giving
purpose to carbon emissions that would already be generated during driving lessons:
1.
2.

3.

The instructor beneﬁts with our support while gaining skills and qualiﬁcations
necessary to enter the workforce.
The student beneﬁts by learning from an instructor with a similarly disadvantaged
background (e.g. history of addiction, poverty, unstable home life), creating a bond
that will aid in personal development while learning a skill (driving) that will enable
them to more easily enter the workforce.
Hotspot Hutspot and the people we serve beneﬁt by having more delivery drivers,
allowing us to pay more attention to our recipients and reach more people.

where we’re going: rijless is more
This is Jerry, a friendly and familiar face at hotspot hutspot.
Jerry used to be an addict and is almost 2 years clean. He
started volunteering at hotspot hutspot during his
rehabilitation at Zero&Sano. For the last 8 months, Jerry
has been delivering meals for crisiscatering, slowly taking
up more and more responsibilities, such as managing the
delivery team and inspiring others who share a similar past.
Having just ﬁnished rehab and moved into a new house,
Jerry is ready to enter the workforce. In January, he began his education to become our
ﬁrst certiﬁed driving instructor for Rijless is More while continuing to volunteer as a ﬂoor
manager and delivery driver for crisiscatering. After half a year, Jerry will be a fully qualiﬁed
driving instructor who will be able to start his own business as a freelancer, one step closer
to realising his dream of buying a house and living a drug-free life.
As our ﬁrst soon-to-be instructor in the rijless is more program, Jerry will be a role model to
our other volunteers, showing one route to overcoming barriers in entering the job market.
By the end of 2021, we hope to be able to support at least two other volunteers who are
ready to take this next step in their recovery.

where we’re going: Schiedam!
For 8 years, our operations have been based in Rotterdam; and while
we’ve had a new location in the pipeline for several years now, the corona
crisis has given us an increased sense of urgency.
On one front, we have received more and more sign ups for crisiscatering
meals in Schiedam, indicating a need in those communities. On another
front, the corona crisis has also brought about social distancing
measures that are difficult to maintain in our current location,. As a
result, we have pushed ahead to open our new location in Schiedam by
April 1st, regardless of whether or not we will be able to function as a
restaurant.
From there, we will be able to provide space for more students to
complete the internship requirements for their studies, as well as
establish a secondary hub for crisiscatering deliveries, reducing the
distance driven in order to reach all of our recipients.

where we’re going: more sustainable
A large part of our philosophy is to increase sustainability in the food supply chain. As with
much of what we do, this is a goal that has to be approached on multiple fronts:
The meals we make follow the guidelines of the Schijf van Vijf, approximately 40%
carbohydrates and ﬁbres, 40% vegetables and 20% meat and meat alternatives. Our typical
recipient is very familiar with the standard Dutch AVG (aardappels, groenten, vlees) meal;
and although these meals can be healthy and balanced, we would like to move towards
increasing our use of meatless protein in order to introduce the idea that meatless meals
can also be healthy and delicious with the added bonus of a lower carbon footprint.
These meals are delivered in microwavable containers, enabling our recipients
to warm them up easily. Although we currently cannot afford to, we would like to
shift to biodegradable containers to strike a balance between practicality and
reducing our negative impact on the environment.
Finally, with the exception of one cyclist, most of our deliveries are currently
done with benzine-burning cars. Thanks to a nomination by ABN Amro and the
generosity of LeasePlan Nederland, we are set to add one electric bakﬁets to our
ﬂeet of delivery vehicles, and hope to continue in this direction in the future.

how can you help?
The ongoing Corona crisis has exacerbated existing problems in our society, resulting in a
necessary expansion of our crisiscatering operations. In order to keep up, it is necessary for
us to grow on multiple fronts to meet our demand and help whomever we can.
One of our goals for growth is to be able to procure enough
funding to expand our social reach in a climate where we are
unable to turn a proﬁt due to the closing of the restaurant
industry during the corona crisis. We would also like to raise
money to educate at least two more of our volunteers in order for
them to become licensed driving instructors, maintain our lesson
vehicles, be adequately insured, and pay the instructors a salary
for giving lessons to our other volunteers.
In the context of reducing barriers to the job market, we are
looking for jobs for more of our volunteers (e.g. driving, logistics).
Our volunteers have spent hours working in various roles during
their time helping with crisiscatering, and we are prepare to coach
them in developing personal and professional skills that will surely
make them an asset to your team.

how can you help?
On another front, demand for free meals has increased over the
course of the crisis, requiring us to be resourceful in order to have
enough to go around. We are always in need of quality
fruits, vegetables, meat, meat alternatives, and non-perishable
ingredients to create our meals. We are always in need of spices,
herbs, oils, seeds, nuts, ﬂour, beans, and grains (rice, buckwheat,
etc.) and aim to increase the nutrient density of our meals wherever
possible.
One thing we currently cannot afford to do is deliver our meals in
microwaveable, sustainable packaging, and we would be very happy
to discuss possibilities for a sponsorship in that regard.
Lastly, we would appreciate anyone
who would be willing to bring ideas
and think along with us. We are a
small team and there are surely
things we have not thought about.

let’s meet and talk about
how we can collaborate
Contact Rachel:
rachel@hotspothutspot.nl
+31 6 33798430

